This paper establishes a novel recovery network called MH-Net-a framework for compressed video sensing (CVS) based on recently emerging deep neural networks (DNNs) techniques. MH-Net exploits temporal correlation between frames in the form of multi-hypothesis (MH) prediction, and learns a highdimensional domain which is more robust for prediction generation. After the MH prediction, a special residual network is used in MH-Net to reconstruct the residuals between the MH prediction and the desired frame from their measurements. The final reconstruction is derived by adding the reconstructed residuals to the MH prediction. Unlike the block-wise reconstruction in existing DNN-based CS architecture, MH-Net builds a mapping from block measurements to a complete frame reconstruction, leading to better reconstruction quality. Benefitting from the DNN's nature, the forward propagation of MH-Net is extremely fast, making it suitable for real-time applications. Experimental results show that MH-Net presents a better recovery performance compared with existing DNN-based recovery methods and traditional iterative recovery algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing (CS) [1] - [4] establishes a novel sensing paradigm to recover the signal x ∈ R N from few measurements y ∈ R M (M N ) derived by non-adaptive linear projections:
where ∈ R M ×N is the sensing matrix. This paradigm is popular in some video sensing applications where high sampling rate is costly or even prohibitive, such as wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs). Although recovering high-dimensional signals from low-dimensional measurements is an ill-posed inverse problem, CS theory asserts that signal x is recoverable as long as x is sufficiently sparse in The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Chen . some transform domain and the sensing matrix satisfies restricted isometry property (RIP) [4] - [6] .
Over the past decade, a large amount of CS recovery algorithms [7] - [14] have been designed for recovering video sequences from CS measurements. Compared with still images, video sequences have rich temporal redundancies since the motions are ubiquitous in natural scenes. Exploiting this temporal redundancies plays a key role in video reconstruction. In the literature of compressed video sensing (CVS), multi-hypothesis (MH) prediction technique [8] - [12] took full advantage of temporal correlation among video sequences and showed a good performance in both reconstruction quality and time complexity. The core idea of MH model is to predict the current frame with a linear combination of hypotheses from reconstructed reference frames. Then, the residuals between the current frame and the MH prediction are recovered with some suitable CS algorithms. Because residuals are thought to be more compressible than the current frame itself, an improved recovery performance is expected. This idea was first reported for CVS in MH-BCS-SPL [8] . In [9] , Chen et al. utilized weighted elastic-net [15] to involve 1 -norm regularization into MH prediction, assuming that the support of the linear combination of hypotheses should be sparse. In [10] , Azghani et al. exploited the frame sparsity in DCT domain and proposed an ADMM-based recovery algorithm. Based on the MH model, Zhao et al. [11] designed a reweighted residual sparsity for residual reconstruction, leading to an improved performance in reconstruction quality. In [12] , the impact of each hypothesis was considered by a reweighted Tikhonov regularization, enhancing the robustness of MH prediction. Among these MH models, MH-BCS-SPL [8] presents a competitive reconstruction quality with a low time complexity, yielding the state-of-the-art recovery performance in traditional CVS methods.
Traditional MH methods presented a high recovery performance, but the promise of them has been offset by three problems. First, the prediction process is performed in the low-dimensional measurement domain since the signals in ambient domain are unknown at the decoder (this is further introduced in Section II). This leads to inaccurate prediction results especially at low sampling rates. Second, the residual reconstruction in MH models is commonly achieved by a convex sparse-regularized optimization, but the residuals are not strictly sparse in a fixed transform domain. Third, solving the optimization problems in traditional MH methods typically takes a long time, which is impractical for real-time applications. For example, MH-BCS-SPL, whose computational cost is relatively less than other MH methods in literature, still takes several seconds for one frame reconstruction.
Over the past few years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have made a significant breakthrough in computer vision tasks including high-level inference (e.g., classification [16] and object detection [17] ) and pixel-wise prediction (e.g., semantic segmentation [18] and super resolution [19] ). Inspired by the success of DNNs in pixel-wise prediction tasks, solving CS reconstruction problem by DNN-based methods has attracted considerable attention. Compared with traditional recovery methods, DNNs have an extremely fast speed in forward propagation without relying on any manually designed prior knowledge (such as sparse [2] , [4] , low-rank [20] , model-sparse [21] and so on). In [22] , Ali et al. designed a 3-layer stacked denoising auto-encoders (SDAs) to learn a mapping from CS measurements to image blocks. In [23] , ReconNet was proposed with a convolutional structure, presenting a better performance with fewer parameters than SDAs. As an improved version of ReconNet, DR 2 -Net [24] added skip connections in their network for residual learning. In [25] , a new sensing-reconstruction framework named Deepcodec is designed with auto-encoder, where the sensing process was non-linear and learned from training data. The researches introduced above only considered still image reconstruction. For CVS, CSVideoNet [26] utilized convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for spatial features extraction and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks for motion estimation, presenting a promising performance in recovery. However, one problem with CSVideoNet is that the reconstruction is performed independently on fixed size blocks rather than the entire frame, leading two problems: 1) the respective field of spatial feature extraction is limited by the block size so that the network cannot exploits the dependences between adjacent blocks and 2) the LSTM networks in CSVideoNet cannot catch the significant motions beyond the scope of block, limiting the network ability to represent temporal correlation between frames.
To address the drawbacks of existing DNN-based methods and traditional MH methods, this paper proposes a special CNN, called MH-Net, following the principle of MH models. In MH-Net, the MH prediction enables the network exploit the temporal correlation, while the residual reconstruction helps network exploits the spatial correlation. The major advantages of our network are summarized as follows:
(1) Unlike traditional MH methods, MH-Net utilizes the similarity between hypothesis and target block in a highdimensional space to form the hypothesis weights. Besides, this high-dimensional space is learnable so that it is capable of representing the features of hypotheses and target block better than the measurement domain derived by the sensing matrix. Regarding the residual reconstruction, MH-Net makes no assumption on the intrinsic structure of the residuals between MH prediction and target frame. Instead, we provide MH-Net with a large amount of training data to learn how to reconstruct residuals using the inside structure of these data. Moreover, once trained, running MH-Net model is extremely faster than traditional MH models which involve time-consuming iterative optimizations.
(2) Compared with existing DNN-based methods, the recovery of MH-Net exploits the temporal and spatial correlation without the limitation of block scope. To be specific, the MH prediction helps MH-Net capture significant motions beyond the scope of block. Then, the residual reconstruction builds a mapping from the frame prediction to frame reconstruction with a fully convolutional architecture, so that the receptive field is not limited in the block scope.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a brief introduction of traditional MH prediction methods. In Section III, a detailed description about MH-Net is presented. In Section IV, we discuss the recovery performance of MH-Net in experiments. The conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. TRADITIONAL MH PREDICTION METHODS
The reconstruction problem considered in MH models is recovering video sequences from the spatially compressed measurements. Due to its low requirement for storage and computation, block-based compressed sensing (BCS) [27] is employed in MH models to sense the frame in a block-by-block fashion:
where x i is a b 2 × 1 vector representing the i-th block in the current frame, b denotes the block size, y i ∈ R M b refers to the corresponding measurements, and b is the block sensing matrix of size M b × b 2 . We define the sampling rate as
Generally, the video sequences in MH models are divided into group of pictures (GOPs) containing one key frame and several following non-key frames. Because key frames have a high sampling rate, they are reconstructed individually to provide non-key frames with high-quality hypotheses. Given these hypotheses, the blocks in the current non-key frame are predicted by a linear combination of them:
where P i is the i-th block prediction in the current frame, h i,j refers to the j-th hypothesis and ω i,j denotes the corresponding hypothesis weight. Typically, the hypotheses are extracted from the search window in key frames, which is a square about the location of i-th block in the current frame [8] .
In traditional MH models [8] - [12] , the hypothesis weights are obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
where ω i denotes the weight vector of size n × 1, n represents the number of hypotheses and H i is a b 2 × n matrix with hypotheses h i,j as its columns. Because x i is unknown at the decoder, the optimization (4) minimizes the squared errors of the i-th block and its MH prediction in the measurement domain instead of the ambient domain. However, this makes the optimization (4) into an ill-posed problem, since the number of hypotheses is typically larger than the number of compressed measurements in practice.
As a popular solution to this ill-posed problem, the Tikhonov regularization suggested in MH-BCS-SPL [8] attracts considerable attention due to its high prediction quality and low time complexity. The assumption behind the Tikhonov regularization in [8] is that the hypotheses similar to the target block in the measurement domain should be encouraged with large weights, whereas the dissimilar hypotheses should be suppressed with small weights. However, one problem with this assumption is that the similarity in the low-dimensional measurement domain is inaccurate especially at low sampling rates. This problem still exists in some improved MH models [9] - [12] based on this Tikhonov regularization.
When the MH prediction is obtained, the residual reconstruction is performed to recover the differences between the MH prediction and the target frame. Thus, the final reconstruction can be formulated as:
where function R (·) is some suitable CS recovery algorithm.
III. MH-Net
The framework of MH-Net is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which is composed of two parts-MH prediction and residual reconstruction. The key frame is reconstructed independently by DR 2 -Net [24] which is an efficient single image reconstruction network. Instead of using a fixed measurement matrix, the sensing process in MH-Net is performed by a trainable convolutional layer (Conv_phi) shown in Fig. 2 . Since the sensing process is conducted inside, MH-Net only takes the reconstructed key frame and the current non-key frame as inputs, and outputs a complete frame reconstruction.
A. MH PREDICTION
MH prediction exploits the temporal correlation to approximate the target block with a linear combination of hypotheses.
In traditional methods, the weights in this linear combination is derived by solving an optimization with some kind of regularization. However, in MH-Net, we try to learn these weights in a data-driven manner. To be specific, the MH prediction in MH-Net is defined as: where q i,j and y i refer to the measurement vector of hypothesis h i,j and target block x i and p (·) is a embedding with trainable parameters. Here, ∀j e p(q i,j) T p(y i ) is the normalization factor. Note that q i,j is not the block measurements of the original key frame. It is derived by feeding the reconstructed key frame into Conv_phi layer and has the same dimension as y i . Unlike the traditional MH models which perform the prediction process in the measurement domain, MH-Net utilizes a learnable embedding p (·) to project the measurements of target block and hypotheses into a high-dimensional space of the same size as ambient domain. Since p (·) is learned from the training data, they are capable of representing the features of target block and hypotheses better than measurement domain. Then, e p(q i,j) T p(y i ) is used to measure the relationship of them, which is implementation-friendly in DNNs. Fig. 3 shows the implementation of the MH prediction in MH-Net. The inputs include the hypotheses from the reconstructed key frame and the block measurements of current frame. The method of hypothesis blocks extraction is the same as MH-BCS-SPL [8] . The embedding p (·) is realized with 3 convolutional layers: Conv_p 1 , Conv_p 2 and Conv_p 3 . The kernel size is set as 1×1×(SR·b·b) for Conv_ p 1 and 1×1×(b·b) for Conv_ p 2 and Conv_ p 3 . The normalization is realized by a softmax function because the linear combination (6) can also be formulated as:
The reshaping operation in Fig. 3 moves the values of input tensor from the depth dimension to the height and width dimensions in spatial blocks, which outputs the one-channel MH prediction.
B. RESIDUAL RECONSTRUCTION
Given the MH prediction, the residual reconstruction is performed in MH-Net by unrolling the formulation (5). Fig. 4 shows the framework of the residual reconstruction. We compare the measurements of the MH prediction and the current frame to obtain the residual measurements. Then, Conv_e is used to expand the dimension of these residual measurements from SR·b·b to b·b, whose outputs can be viewed as an initial reconstruction of residuals. After reshaping, this initial reconstruction is gradually refined by 8 convolutional layers (i.e. Conv_1, . . . , Conv_8), leading to the final residual reconstruction. The frame reconstruction is obtained by adding this residual reconstruction and the MH prediction. Note that, except Conv_1 to Conv_8, other convolutional layers in MH-Net can be viewed as fully connected layers performed at each block independently. Only Conv_1 to Conv_8 convolute over image with a small stride, and therefore are capable of capturing the information from neighboring blocks. This enables MH-Net exploit the spatial correlation with a large respective field.
C. IMPLEMENTATION
The configuration of each layer in MH-Net is listed in Table 1 . The ReLU activation function [30] is applied to the outputs of Conv_p 1 , Conv_p 2 , Conv_e and Conv_1 to Conv_7. Note that the parameters of Conv_phi are shared in every space it appears. Due to the fully convolutional architecture and the normalization in MH prediction module, MH-Net can accept frame with any size as input, but we fixed it as 256×448 during training for simplicity.
The training of MH-Net is divided into three stages. First, we pre-train a sub-network containing Conv_phi, Conv_p 1 , Conv_p 2 and Conv_p 3 with original frames as input and output. This pre-training process makes the learning of the embedding p (·) start from a mapping from measurement domain to ambient domain. Then, we pre-train MH prediction module individually. At last, the whole network is trained. The training processes in MH-Net are supervised with original frames as ground truth.
The loss function used in MH-Net is the mean squared error, which is given by
where B represents the batch size, k i is the corresponding reconstructed key frame and refers to parameter set of network. Here, f (x i , k i , ) represents the output of network. We use ADAM optimizer [28] to minimize L ( ) and learn the weights and biases in MH-Net.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the recovery performance of MH-Net in terms of reconstruction quality and time complexity, and compare it with state-of-the-art CS recovery algorithms including DNN-based approaches and traditional iterative approaches.
A. DATASET
The resource of our dataset is Vimeo90k 1 which contains 89,800 video clips from vimeo.com covering numerous scenes and actions. Each clip in Vimeo90k has 7 frames with size of 256×448.
In our experiments, we randomly select 10,000 clips for training, 1,000 for validation and 1,000 for test. In each frame, only the luminance component is remained. The experimental results indicate that this training set is enough for a welltrained network.
B. TRAINING SETTINGS
In our experiments, the performance of MH-Net is evaluated at three sampling rates: 0.01, 0.04, 0.10. The GOP size is 7.
For key frames, the sampling rate is fixed as 0.25.
In MH-Net, weights of each convolutional layer are initialized by a random normal distribution with zero mean and a fixed standard deviation (0.01 for Conv_e, Conv_p 1 , Conv_p 2 and Conv_p 3 , and 0.1 for others). Biases are initialized to be zero. The learning rate is set to 10 −4 . The batch size is 16. The parameters of ADAM optimizer are set as β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and ε = 10 −8 . The training process is stopped when validation loss does not decrease.
We implemented MH-Net in TensorFlow which is a popular framework for deep learning. The key frames are reconstructed using DR 2 -Net [24] which is available at https://github.com/coldrainyht/caffe dr2. All the experiments are performed with a NVIDIA Titan XP GPU with 12GB memory.
C. COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
We compare MH-Net with 4 representative CS recovery algorithms: (1) D-AMP [29] , which is a representative of the traditional CS algorithm for image recovery, (2) Recon-Net [23] , which is a recovery CNN designed for image CS, (3) DR 2 -Net [24] , an improved version of ReconNet which achieves state-of-the-art performance among DNNbased methods for image CS and (4) MH-BCS-SPL [8] , a representative MH model which achieves state-of-the-art performance among traditional recovery algorithms for CVS. CSVideoNet is intended to be compared in our experiments. However, the authors of it did not provide a trained model in their website, and we failed to reproduce CSVideoNet due to the limited GPU memory. Although we cannot present the results of CSVideoNet, it is worth pointing out that the CSVideoNet is a block-wise reconstruction, whereas MH-Net are capable of recovering a frame with any size at one forward propagation. The codes of other algorithms are available at their authors' website. The parameters used in these methods are set as default.
1) RECONSTRUCTION QUANLITY
The reconstruction quality is evaluated by Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) in this experiment. Table 2 shows the average PSNR values of 4 algorithms at 3 sampling rates: 0.01, 0.04 and 0.10. Here, only non-key frames are considered. As shown in Table 2 , D-AMP presents a poor performance especially at low sampling rates. The other two image CS methods, ReconNet and DR 2 -Net, provide better reconstruction quality because of the large model capacity of DNNs. Compared with image CS methods, two video CS methods show significant PSNR improvements, indicating the significance of temporal correlation in video recovery. Note that both MH-Net and DR 2 -Net utilize residual learning to enhance recovery quality, whereas MH-Net achieves an improvement about 6 to 7 dB in PSNR over DR 2 -Net. This implies that the MH prediction in MH-Net is successful in exploiting temporal correlation. Comparing MH-Net with MH-BCS-SPL, we can observe that MH-Net attains PSNR rise of 4dB, 4.22dB and 4.78dB over MH-BCS-SPL when SR = 0.01, 0.04 and 0.10, respectively. MH-Net uses a similar principle as MH-BCS-SPL but performs it in a data-driven manner, which makes it behave much better in recovery quality. Fig. 5 shows the visual comparisons of three approaches: DR 2 -Net, MH-BCS-SPL and MH-Net. It can be observed that the results of DR 2 -Net are significantly blurry over the whole frame at low sampling rates. At SR = 0.1, the reconstruction of DR 2 -Net is more desirable but still has obvious blocking artifacts. MH-BCS-SPL presents a relatively satisfying performance at still areas over all sampling rates. However, at motion areas (e.g. the leg in the left of the frame), MH-BCS-SPL suffers from significant blurring effects. Compared with DR 2 -Net and MH-BCS-SPL, MH-Net presents finer details and less blocking artifacts, which is more visually pleasant.
2) TIME COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, the reconstruction time of different approaches is evaluated. Due to the lack of GPU solvers for traditional CS methods, we test D-AMP and MH-BCS-SPL with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU. For DNN-based methods, we accelerate the recovery using a NVIDIA Titan XP GPU. The average time cost for reconstructing a frame of size 448×256 is compared in Table 3 . Benefiting from the noniterative nature of DNNs and the parallel computing ability of GPU, DNN-based methods exhibit significant speedups over traditional CS recovery methods. MH-Net takes around 0.02ms for one frame, which is two orders of magnitude faster than MH-BCS-SPL and three orders of magnitude faster than D-AMP, showing great potential in real-time video systems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, MH-Net is proposed to mimic the traditional MH models for CVS in a data-driven manner. It exploits temporal correlation to generate a MH prediction within a learnable high-dimensional domain and exploits spatial correlation to reconstruct the residuals between MH prediction and the desired frame. In MH-Net, both MH prediction and residual reconstruction break the limitation of block scope existed in prior works, leading to a satisfying reconstruction quality. Besides, benefiting from the non-iterative nature of DNNs, MH-Net shows an extremely fast recovery speed which is suitable for real-time applications. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our network over other CS recovery approaches. He is currently a Professor with the School of Internet of Things, Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Nanjing. His research interests include signal and information processing, networking technique, and information security. VOLUME 7, 2019 
